
In its 6 years on air Glee managed to get 205 songs onto the Billboard Hot 100. For ten points
each:
This was the cast's first song that charted and peaked at number 4, out charting the original by
Journey by 53 spots.
Dont Stop Believin’
In its later seasons, the cast became known for pushing the careers of indie pop sensations.
One example is this song which got pushed to number one due to a cover from the episode
“Hold on to Sixteen”, thus making Jack Antonoff's career.
We Are Young
One other example is this indie hit that was sung by Matt Bomer as Cooper Anderson as a duet
with his brother for the episode “Big Brother”. This song originally charted at 26, but a rerelease
charted at 95 making it the only time a Glee rerelease charted.
Somebody That You Used To Know

For ten points each answer some facts about men named John Adams.
John Adams was the last survivor of the HMS Bounty mutiny and was contacted on this island.
He was the only surviving white man on this island when it was rediscovered by the Topaz.
Pitcairn Island
In addition, John Adams was an accomplished composer, and in this opera, by him, J. Robert
Oppenheimer sings “Batter my heart, three person’d God”.
Doctor Atomic
In 1944, John Adams won a Stanley Cup with this franchise. During that season he assisted
Elmer Lach, Toe Blake, and Maurice Richard on their Punch Line.
Montreal Canadiens

For ten points each answer some facts about men named John Adams.
This person wrote to John Adams saying that “All men would be tyrants if they could”, asking
the Continental Congress to “remember the ladies”. This person also wrote that “If particular
care and attention is not paid to the ladies” they will “foment a rebellion”.
Abigail Adams
In this year John Quincy Adams was inaugurated as the 6th president of the United States of
America. In this year he pledged that he wouldn’t “create divisions” and to mend “the gashes”
that he caused with his corrupt bargain the year before.
1825
John Quincy Adams built his riches through the publication of “The Western Appeal” in this
state. The first issue of his journal was sent to all Ramsey County black men in this state and
called for an ending of violence to the Lino Lakes band of Ojibwe.
Minnesota



Nabil is a music video director who has worked with many top artists and even collaborated with
Super Bowl LVI (56).
In Nabil’s video for this song, there are rapid cuts between Kendrick Lamar rapping and five
women driving dangerously. Earlier in the video Kendrick kills Don Cheadle after he sets
Kendrick free.
DNA
Nabil shot the music video for “All Of Me” a song written by this artist. The video shows many
shots of him and his wife Chrissy Teigen naked.
John Legend
Nabil also shot the video for these two artists in which they are seen shrouded in mist while
snow falls. That video was for Lo Vas a Olvida (Can you let it go).
Rosalia and Billie Eilish

Students have been caught “immigrating” to take this exam due to easier passing requirements
in northern provinces. For ten points each
Give the name of this grueling multi-day exam in China. Scoring well on this exam is almost the
only requirement to attending good universities.
Gaokao
Many top scorers on the gaokao end up attending this university. This Beijing university is often
rated the highest in China alongside Peking University
Tsinghua (ching-hua)
Tsinghua University has had five instances of accusations of this crime over the last five years.
The university has claimed that each was a misunderstanding between female and male
members.
Sexual Assault or Rape

One of these sites, Choeung Ek, is memorialized with a glass-walled stupa containing 5,000
human skulls. For 10 points each
Give these aptly named sites of Khmer Rouge massacres. Many victims here were clubbed or
bayonetted to death in a bid to save bullets.
killing fields
This onetime school in Phnom Penh's Olympic neighborhood is a further testament to the
Khmer Rouge's brutality. Of the 14,000 prisoners committed here, only seven are said to have
survived.
Tuol Sleng (or S-21)
The Khmer Empire, which lent its name to the Maoist Khmer Rouge, ruled from the ancient city
of Angkor, the remains of which lie near what present-day resort town in northwestern
Cambodia?
Siem Reap



This neighborhood contains the Place des Vosges, a 17th-century square built at the direction of
Henri IV. For ten points
Name this neighborhood which occupies parts of the third and fourth arrondissements. It
contains the Jewish quarter, the Pletzl, and is a hub for “Old Way” vogueing.
Le Marais
Le Marais contains this attraction, whose fourth and fifth floors comprise France's national
modern art museum. External pipes and electrical cables contribute to this venue's distinctive
appearance.
Centre Georges Pompidou
This science museum, one of the oldest in Europe, occupies the former Marais priory of
Saint-Martindes-Champs. Its seven collections include ones devoted to mechanics,
construction, and transport.
Musée des Arts et Métiers

The development of lakes is objectively the most cool part of history before 900 AD. This lake
formation is caused by tectonic spreading. For ten points each:
Name this type of formation whose notable examples include Lake Baikal, and Lake Titicaca.
The East African example of this formation includes Lake Tanganyika and Lake Malawi.
Rift Valley
This chain of lakes was caused by a poorly developed rift valley. This chain’s most notable lakes
include Lake Ohrid, Lake Prespa, and Lake Ioannina.
Dessaret chain
The Dessaret chain drains its lakes into these two seas. These two seas are to the south of
Ionnina and the west of Ohrid respectively.
Adriatic and Ionian seas

Jose Mourinho used this derogatory adjective to describe the UEFA Europa League Cup after
Chelsea won it in 2019. This was the adjective given to a team once known as the Colorado
Rockies after getting annihilated 13-4. That adjective was given after an 8-point performance
against the Devils by Wayne Gretzky. This was the adjective that Skip Bayless used to diminish
the accomplishments of his most hated player. Notably, the Dodgers’ only World Series ring in
the 21st century was given this adjective due to the timing in which it occurred. Due to the
pandemic, this adjective was put on as an asterisk to all of the championships in 2020. For ten
points name this adjective commonly associated with the 2020 NBA Championship used due to
it taking place in Orlando.
Mickey Mouse



These two people were the first two to marry English model Pattie Boyd. In 2021 a Peter
Jackson documentary revealed that the alphabetically first of these two people was to replace
the other in a band started in 1960. One of these two men went to the other’s place to write
about how the time when they had to act as businessmen were going to end soon. The ending
of that writing session resulted in ‘Here Comes The Sun’. One of these two men helped the
other write ‘Layla’ about both of their loves for the same woman. For ten points name these two
people who co-wrote ‘While My Guitar Gently Weeps’, one of whom also wrote ‘Tears In
Heaven’.
Eric Clapton and George Harrison (Also accept ‘That Fuckin’ Beatle’)

It's not Taylor Swift but in a music video by this band about a disco ball the lead singer walks
into a forest lamenting about his heavy heart and asking for one last dance. Richard Ayoade
directed three of this band's music videos including one where a chain is used to beat up a car.
In that music video clowns fight a group of middle-aged men while the singer asks “Remember
when you used to be a rascal?” In an award-winning music video by this band former Sex
Pistols guitarist, Steve Jones introduces the single before Matt, Nick, and Alex sing along in
their car. In another music video their album cover’s sound wave morphs into a woman, he lips,
then back into the album cover. That song can be heard in the background of their next music
video where their lead singer gets kicked out of a bar and wanders the streets of London at
three in the morning trying to change the mind of his ex. For ten points name this band whose
award-winning music videos include Fluorescent Adolescent, R U Mine, and Why’d You Only
Call Me When You’re High.
Arctic Monkeys

The first instance of this technique in a competitive game was done by Bill Armstrong while
playing for the Albany River Rats after his coach challenged him during warmups. The most
basic setup for this technique involves squaring your skates with the net so that your momentum
and the puck’s momentum are perpendicular. In Europe, it is called the Zorro due to the
Z-motion of the stick, but it gained its American name due to Mike Legg using it for this team
against Minnesota to reach the Frozen Four. In 2021 Trevor Zegras faked using this technique
to assist Sonny Milano and earned the goal of the season. One month later Zegras performed
his “patented Lacrosse” version of this technique. The most famous instance of this technique
was done by Andrey Svechnikov for the Hurricanes over the right shoulder of David Ridditch.
For ten points name this hockey technique which involves balancing the puck on your stick
while behind the net and sticking it in either the one or three holes.
Michigan or Wraparound

The global routing architectures in these devices are classified as either hierarchical or
island-style. Due to the high number of pins in these devices, most of them only come in ball
grid array packages. Most of them only contain SRAM memory, while those that use anti-fuse
memory can only be programmed once. Commercial examples of these devices include the
Altera Arria family and the Xilinx Virtex family. They were invented to prototype
application-specific integrated circuits, or ASICs, but have replaced them in many niches. These



devices are composed of interconnected logic blocks, each of which typically contains a look-up
table and flip-flop, unlike the smaller CPLDs. For 10 points, identify these large customizable
digital circuits, named for their ability to perform complicated logic functions composed of
operations like NOT, AND, and OR.
Field Programmable Gate Arrays or FPGAs

During a hockey mania in this city, its NHL team canceled an affiliation with a CHL team in
Oklahoma City and set up a new AHL franchise in this city, which immediately set a league
attendance record by averaging over 11,000 fans per game. One of the players for that AHL
team in this city was an enforcer known as “Taz,” after the Looney Tunes’ Tasmanian Devil, who
captained the NHL team in this city in the 1980s and was named Terry O’Reilly. One of the most
glaring engraving mistakes on the Stanley Cup is a spelling of this city with two Qs in its name
after its team won the 1972 title. In 1969, a center for a team in this city became the first NHL
player to score over 100 points in a season; the following year, another player for that team in
this city became the first and only defenseman to win the Art Ross trophy for most points
scored. Phil Esposito and Bobby Orr played most of their careers on, for 10 points, what city’s
NHL team, the Bruins?
Boston

This man holds the record for most points scored in Toronto despite only playing there for 2
years. While he was on a plane to a Canadian city he was almost traded due to a game of
backgammon, but the wager was declined. In the 1977 amateur draft, this man was taken third
behind Tom McCarthy and Steve Peters. This man played on a line with two future Hall of
Famers when he was 17. That line would be known as the WHA killas due to Nordiques player
Real Cloutier claiming they forced the WHA-NHL merger. This man was traded for $150,000 two
months into his professional career in what is known as the fleece of the century. This man won
the Hart Memorial Trophy for MVP in his first year in the NHL, while not managing to win Rookie
of the Year. Due to winning eight straight Hart Trophies, this man was named the GOAT before
he turned 30. For ten points name this man who got his number 99 retired by all NHL teams.
Wayne Gretzky

It's not Ravnica, but this man described a backtracking scheme to solve a matrix version of the
exact cover problem, where the links of a list of nodes “dance” with different partner nodes. It’s
not Edgar Allan Poe, but this man proposed a number system with base 2i and introduced a
paradigm that put source code within descriptive text, called “literate programming,” that he
implemented with WEB. It’s not John Adams, but this man developed the first linear-time
search-string algorithm with Morris and Pratt. It's not Tim Berners Lee, but this computer
scientist developed the system for rendering raster fonts, called Metafont, which he used for the
Computer Modern font he designed. For 10 points, name this American computer scientist who



developed the typesetting language TeX and continues to write The Art of Computer
Programming.
Donald Knuth


